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AL-MALIK FIEFS

Criticorum

noble Istakhr, ancient Criticorum, fierce Aylon, glittering

Shaprut and the lesser al-Malik fiefdoms for the enjoyment

and enrichment of the Known Worlds. We shall inspect, as a

buyer in the Suq, the unique qualities of each world.

To the Emperor Alexius, Lord of the Known Worlds,

Protector of the Obun, First among Shantor, Great Brother

to the Ukari, Upholder of the Faithful, Shield of the Guilds,

and Guardian of the Peace, I present this work.

Kan ma kan

Pancreator yunsur aEmperor

There was, there was not,

Pancreator send victory to the Emperor

To give out the Graceful Tongue is to whisper the secret

of the Beloved. To master it, one must stand naked before

the Beloved and accept the whisper of creation as a mighty

storm, unprotected, with the heart thirsting. Even the light-

est whisper devastates us to tears and everlasting longing.

“The Count’s luck has fallen

He cannot pay the Duke’s stiff fee

Tomorrow they will tie him to a tree

Where he will be shot by Infantry Regiment 23.”

— song from the al-Malik Criticorum barracks, origi-

nated when Count Esfandiyar al-Malik was executed for high

crimes against the people of Criticorum by order of Duke

Jabir al-Malik the Golden

Criticorum is the most populous and unruly of the al-

Malik fiefs. The oft-heard boast that if the plot doesn’t origi-

nate on Criticorum it will not succeed, has, unfortunately,

some basis in truth. Founded by religious and political sects

marginalized by the old Urth power structure, a thousand

factions landed on Criticorum, and while the names and ide-

ologies have changed, a thousand factions remain. Really,

to be from Criticorum implies a certain political maturity and

sophistication, and if citizens from Criticorum frown on the

simplistic political developments of other worlds (“Not an-

other pagan revolution!” the exasperated schemer and du-

elist, Baron Hamid al-Malik remarked upon hearing of

Gwynneth’s eternal problems), they make no effort to wel-

come outworlders into their culture, preferring the stab in

the back from the faction they know to the offerings of

strangers.

On the whole, though, I do Criticorum a disservice by

these statements, for she is a beautiful world, with a fine

history represented by the arts. The great Church muralist

Pio Gamino (4404?-4478) and the Church poet Xerxes

(4455-4551) hail from here, as well as the tortured Second

Republic philosophical nihilist, Ragnor Akren (3844-3900),

whom Xerxes properly placed in the unreflective hell of

Ka’rihman in his Inferno Cantos. Architecturally, the city of

Ost (old Ostgard), with her crumbling Second Republic

Craftsmesh style, sinking into the Ilaha Ocean, is one of the

most beautiful places in the Known Worlds.

History
The first permanent human settlements on Criticorum,

originally called Mazadarun (2520-2600?), hugged the

Tabaristan Sea. These consisted mainly of religious sects

that desired to escape overcrowded conditions on Urth and

New Mecca. Other factions followed, and soon the planet

had numerous settlements consisting of freezone advocates,

democratic anarchists, libertarian freethinkers, constitutional

republics, and utopian socialists. The planet swiftly became

known as a haven for every freethinker, eccentric and po-

litical wildcard in the Known Worlds. Rather like Malignatius,

minus the cold.

Criticorum’s governors were elected, but Poe’s Rebel-

lion (2708?) against unpopular tax increases drove the last

Governor off-world. Power was seized by the Bashshar Cor-

poration, a large communication and weapons technology

conglomerate. It left the planet’s self-governing regions in

autonomous but dependent positions. Munir Ibn Tarif, the

greatest Urth scientist of his time, created the visionsynth

drug known as Luxdei-3 while employed by the Bashshar

Corporation. The ancestor of the al-Malik royal lineage, he

fled to Istakhr, but his Criticorum-born daughter, Fatima,

wed Kansbar Caspiri, President of the Bashshar Corpora-

tion. Family history, you understand. The seeds of Munir

created the wondrous al-Malik garden, as my father would

exclaim.

Eventually tiring of the Bashshar Corporation’s rule, the

city-states of Ostgard and Larrane rebelled. During this con-

flict, without warning, Criticorum was suddenly seized and

conquered by the Ukari, the warlike cousin race of the philo-

sophical Obun. Shattering the planet’s orbiting defenses and

seizing the large population centers in a matter of days, the

Ukari stunned the planet with their attack. The Bashshar

Corporation, with its desire to rule and its scant love for the
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small city-states, aided the Ukari in subduing the rebellious

city-states. On Criticorum the Ukari gained their reputation

as demon worshipers when they raised the Temple of

Anikrunta in Acheon, where trespassers against martial law

were slain before a gigantic statue of the Ukari one-eyed

god of judgment. Locals say that the ghosts of their victims

still wail over Torab Baree’a, the Grave of the Innocents.

Patriarch Palamedes rallied humanity against them.

Choosing Criticorum for humanity’s counteroffensive, the

Church-led armies made initial gains before bogging down

during the siege of Acheon. When the human fleet besieged

Kordeth the Criticorum Ukari, bereft of supplies and rein-

forcements, eventually surrendered.

The Bashshar Corporation swiftly reasserted itself, form-

ing the Peltan Oligarchy. By 3200 the Caspari family named

its members Dukes of Criticorum. When the Istakhr political

visionary and mystic Arif Abdul Salam al-Malik the Faith-

ful wed the reigning Duchess Nawar Caspari (3411), the

people of Criticorum rejoiced. Arif and Nawar together broke

the monopoly of the aristocratic-corporate powers, making

democracy on Criticorum truly universal (Universal Voting

Act 3422). Henceforth, the al-Malik ran the Bashshar Cor-

poration.

Second Republic
The years of technical advancement, peace and progress

were a boon to Criticorum, which was seriously considered

for the capital of the new Republic. Acheon’s fashions, arts

and entertainment set the cultural milieu for much of the

era. Yet by the Second Republic’s last century, a strange pes-

simism crept in. Found in the philosopher Ragnor Arken’s

Vedas of Life and Death, Hymns to Shiva, an attitude of

life’s harshness and lack of meaning took hold. Arken him-

self saw that a cultural elite could produce an artistic milieu

worth striving for, but the general pessimism of his remarks

lead less thoughtful intellectuals to propose that life was

essentially meaningless. Most famous perhaps was:

“Zebulon: Holy Clown who briefly witnessed Entropy’s

Naughty Act in a Universal Peep-Show and spent the rest of

his life Promoting the Event through second-hand pathos.”

New Dark Ages
When the 10 noble houses seized Byzantium Secundus,

many government officials and Republican fleet remnants

fled to Criticorum, which remained in pro-Republican hands.

For 200 years Republican law and institutions survived, but

the collapsing economic infrastructure of Known Worlds trad-

ing began to affect the Acheon stock-exchange. A planet-

wide depression struck in 4226. Starvation, unknown for a

thousand years, returned when the corporate sea-farms col-

lapsed due to lack of high-tech replacement parts. Next, the

Red Guard (4238), a socialist-utopian party, seized power

after a violent civil war. The next two decades witnessed the

dictatorship of Ahmet the Dragon (leader of the Red Guard),

followed by the Decados and Li Halan conquests, ostensibly

to end the anti-royalist threat which the Red Guard repre-

sented. When Duke Nobungana Li Halan died (4262), Gen-

eral Sorhab struck. Originally a captain in the Red Guard

Army, he later joined the aristocratic opposition to Decados

and Li Halan rule. General Sorhab triumphed, and declared

himself Regent of Criticorum (4268-4299).  Upon his death,

the planet reverted to al-Malik rule. However, the legacy of

the violent century, with its hidden spy-networks, midnight

executions and sudden betrayals became a constant on

Criticorum thereafter.

When Rahimat al-Malik (4322-4414, died, returned

4414-4465) seized power from the ruling Shaprut line, many

on Criticorum saw him as an usurper.  Rahimat created a

system of knights, loyal to himself, who ran large sections

of Criticorum’s bureaucracy. My own Criticorum ancestors

finally made their bid for power during the reign of Tahir

Majnun al-Malik the Doomed (4530-93). Ja’far ben Sihnijah

gathered his Criticorum forces and struck Istakhr, defeating

Tahir’s larger Ukar-augmented army at Mu’tasim Field

(4593). Thus, my Criticorum relations ruled the al-Malik

worlds from 4593-4827. Initially, a creative resurgence in

the arts swept the al-Malik worlds, but after the first four

strong rulers, decline set in. Those al-Malik who remained

on Criticorum became arrogant, enriching themselves on

government contracts until the entire planet was ruled by a

system of plutocratic bribes and unrestrained plundering of

public funds. Afraisyab al-Malik, Governor of Criticorum,

attempted the conquering of Gwyneth in the weakening days

of the dynasty (4810-12). The Hawkwoods swiftly retook

the world, even briefly conquering Criticorum before nego-

tiating peace.

Recent History
In 4827 an exile from the old Istakhr branch of the fam-

ily, Al-Abbasah “Claudia” al-Malik, arrived from Aragon with

house exiles and Hazat mercenaries, and deposed the last

ruler of the Criticorum line, the capricious Duke Sufyan. At

this stage, bereft of their former power, the native Criticorum

al-Malik line fell into a stage of final decadence. When the

Symbiot Wars began, refugees from the ravaged worlds

sought shelter on Criticorum, severely taxing the social ser-

vices and creating refugee cities which became easy victims

for periodic shakedowns by the corrupt police. Duke Jabir

al-Malik the Golden attempted to halt this with Mutasih in-

vestigations, which further alienated the local al-Malik when

Count Esfandiyar, the Head of the Criticorum house, was

executed for crimes against the people (4911). During this

time Criticorum and Aylon defenses destroyed great num-

bers of Symbiot stealth ships. We continue to do so. The al-

Malik stands on the front line against an enemy far more

devastating than Vuldrok Raiders or the Kurgan Caliphate.
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Increasing the garrison of the planet with Aylon and

Istakhr troops, the local branch of the family began to be

seen as conquerors rather than kinsmen. Their vocal con-

sideration of themselves as the “true” al-Malik has caused

a general seething unrest among Criticorum al-Malik. When

the governors were chosen from Istakhr during the Emperor

Wars, some rebelled. Naturally the Decados, whose nose is

in every trash pile, offered aid to the rebels. When Duke

Hakim supported Alexius in the Emperor Wars, Countess

Carmetha Decados landed her Stigmata Garrison on

Criticorum to seize the world. Duke Hakim sent in the Fifth

Dark Legion, an army of pro-al-Malik Ukari, and for a sec-

ond time Criticorum felt the terror of the Ukar.

The Fifth Dark Legion paved the way for victory over

the Decados and my renegade kinsmen at Mount Rudaki

(4991). It was there that I lost my hand in the Decados artil-

lery bombardment. After the Emperor Wars, I dreamt of cush-

ions but could not sleep on them, my martial life leaving me

used to hard surfaces. But again, I digress. Today, the Istakhr-

appointed Governor, Yusef abn Rahim al-Malik, has chosen

advisors from among the Criticorum al-Malik. He is a mod-

erate, yet on Istakhr they say he goes too far; on Criticorum,

some among the plotting factions say he has not gone far

enough.

Solar System
Budh: Beloved of romantic and trite poets everywhere,

Budh possesses 0.83 of Criticorum’s mass. Extreme heat and

little atmosphere (minuscule amounts of helium and hydro-

gen, a Charioteer informed me) make it uninhabitable. Since

it reflects sunlight strongly, it is called the Morning Star,

and hence subject to banal musings on love and such.

Aristotle: Possessing 0.92 of Criticorum’s mass,

Aristotle was partially terraformed during the Second Re-

public. Today, only the domed Merchant League city of

Herodotus remains, a mining center. Thick carbon dioxide

creates a cloud cover which leaves the planet’s surface ex-

tremely hot.

Criticorum: Criticorum’s moon, Ardelle, serves as a

military base, monitoring hostile Symbiot and Vuldrok ships.

Commander Colonel “Blood ‘n Spleen” Mossadas runs a tight

base, as any off-duty officer will tell you between drinks.

Mehmet: Mehmet’s Criticorum mass is 0.7. Rich in ores,

she is mined by the League. The two moons of Mehmet,

Czar and Sultan, were each asteroids captured in her orbit.

Khlebnikov: A small world with a diameter of 955 km,

Khlebnikov is used as a military monitoring station.

Ellylon: With a diameter of 41,318 km, this near gas-

giant extends her gravitational pull to seven moons. Life

exists in Ellylon’s upper atmosphere, with the huge balloon

like myrbles and the flying predatory grapplers as the most

noted examples. Ellylon is mined by two Prospector families

seeking metallic hydrogen.

Bhuta: The smallest planet in Apollo’s solar system,

Bhuta’s active volcanoes give it a red appearance, for spout-

ing lava is common there even at its distance from the sun.

Bhuta’s mass is 0.0019 of Criticorum’s.

People & Places
The al-Malik and other aristocrats comprise the highest

tier of the population. Beneath them are the plutocrats,

wealthy guildsmen and freemen, clustered in the cities of

Acheon, Ost, and Tabrast. Serfs compose the majority of the

population.  Slavery exists on the great estates and in the

cities. Most Ukari live in the cities, descended from those

invaders forced to serve the returning human conquerors; a

rough estimate places five million of them throughout

Criticorum. About 220,000 Obun live in Ost. Crowded cities

and suburbs with large, empty interiors are the standard

living conditions on Criticorum.

Criticorum Traits
Cathedral: Orthodox (St. Ignatius, Acheon)

Agora: Reeves (Vladimir’s Way, Acheon)

Garrison: 8

Capitol: Acheon

Jumps: 1

Adjacent Worlds: Byzantium Secundus (dayside),

Cadavus (nightside), Gwynneth (nightside), Kish

(nightside), Kordeth (nightside), Pyre (nightside),

Shaprut (nightside)

Solar System: Apollo (Sun), Budh 1 (0.356 AU),

Aristotle (0.703 AU), Criticorum (1 AU; Ardella),

Mehmet (1.573 AU; Czar, Sultan), Khlebnikov (2.98 AU,

1 moon), Ellylon ( 6.107 AU; 7 moons), Bhuta (32.37

AU), Jumpgate (55.03 AU)

Tech: 8

Human Population: 2.6 billion

Alien Population: 10 million (estimated)

Resources: Ores, timber, coal, agriculture

Exports: Refined ore, military tech, entertainment,

chemicals, machinery, vehicles, textiles, clothing, cot-

ton, timber, pharmaceuticals, agriculture, iron, jewels,

gold

Landscape: Criticorum is 64% water. It is slightly

larger than Holy Terra (13,045 km diameter) with a year

of 348 days. Large plankton farms harvest the oceans

and in many regions the once-endangered wildlife now

thrives. The great southern al-Malik holdings contain

numerous zoos, wildlife hunting preserves and cheap

labor plants (about which, the less said the better).

Unstable plate tectonics cause tremors that occasion-

ally threaten the southern continent of Salamandra.
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Perleria
Perleria island possesses as extremely varied geogra-

phy. The capital of Larrane rests on the irregular coastline

of the eastern shore. Beyond the beach cliffs, a forested pla-

teau rises to the Wyeming Mountains, where small lakes

dot a region once carved by glacier activity. The western

coast is filled with conifer woods and is home to foresters

and trappers.

Small House Torenson holdings are found here, and the

Juandaastas manage to maintain their own holdings abut-

ting three al-Malik estates. Marquessa Sabine al-Malik

Juandaastas, the family matriarch, greeted me warmly.  She

informed me that her family recently began restocking the

land with endangered wildlife. The Torensons, under their

local leader, Sir Zachery, do not comprehend the ecological

issues involved, and complain about the Blight-Wolves. My

family tends to side with the Juandaastas, out of kinship

and out of an ancient feud with the Torensons. These are

the only Torenson holdings remaining on any al-Malik world.

Rare for the Torensons, they have armed themselves and

their retainers, declaring a Blight-Wolf hunt, and tensions

with the Juandaastas grow. Blight-Wolves were engineered

and bred from old Urth wolves in the Republican days, as

any local wag will tell you.

Southern Perleria consists of rich farmland and grazing

fields, where serf and freemen families till the lands. The

people of Perleria view themselves as morally superior to

the rest of the planet, a result of local Church efforts stress-

ing the purity of agrarian life over the corrupting influence

of cities and technology. Marriages are arranged from birth,

but any family with seven children receives a gift: the sev-

enth child is freed and educated with the lord’s children.

Some say St. Maya started this custom. The Church holds

much land here, under the guidance of Bishop Munus.

Church towns such as Haliko and Tyrn are leaders in com-

merce, and the local al-Malik claim they control much of the

agricultural pricing.

Larrane city is built on a grid pattern accenting the Eagle

Palace and the Church of St. Maya. Baroness Prajna Sophia,

ruler of the island-continent Perleria, leads the al-Malik loy-

alist faction. I was her guest for a week on her Larrane es-

tates and had a chance to study this loyal retainer of Duke

Hakim. Like Baron Hamid, she desires home rule for

Criticorum: unlike Hamid, she promotes family unity. Inher-

iting her lands and title at 14, she also inherited her mother’s

political faction from the inept Lord Afrim. Prajna is not to

be underestimated and possesses a vast intelligence net-

work across Criticorum. Small armed conflicts erupt with

Tabrast from time to time, and Prajna’s inheritance of some

southern estates has increased tensions.

North Perleria is a rocky, desolate place, home to rein-
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deer herders. North of the ice-line are found a few small

communities of Shimo, a people long adapted to these fro-

zen regions. They practice a strange mixture of Orthodox

and shamanistic practices, and are excellent hunting guides.

Sikkeena, or Knife-Weasels are thin, wiry mammals that

travel in packs. They are swift predators and have attacked

human communities during harsh winters. Their dull red

fur turns white in winter, and their opposable thumbs can

pick locks, open lids and turn knobs. They reach human

height when standing upright.

Sea legends speak of the Criticorum Leviathans. Their

eerie songs are reported in many a sailor’s tale, and the fisher

folk say they mimic human and ship sounds. Some tales

mention that they have befriended humans upon occasion,

while others state they are guardians of a strange sunken

Ur-city beneath the ice, called Daztlanshi in folklore. I heard

variations of a tale where they change shape and wed lonely

sailors, leaving them with magical children who can swim

the deeps.

Salamandra Continent
Salamandra, “mother of continents,” stretches from the

northern ice to the southern polar regions, encompassing

regions of conifer forest, deserts, plains, equatorial jungles

and mountain chains. The natives divide her into two re-

gions: Shamal includes the lands north of the Tabaristan

Sea, while Salamandra proper begins south of Acheon, where

the Ahmer Desert reaches her northern border, and runs

east south of the Sierra Rojo Mountains and west to the

northern regions of the Tabaristan Sea, dividing again at

the Sumero Mountains.

Shamal
Home of the great Nordwood Forest, the Shamal Moun-

tains, the rivers Rhine and Hovin, and the cities of Ost,

Rothitaka and Acheon, Shamal’s people are lively and proud.

I found them religiously liberal but politically orthodox, ev-

ery one loyal to a political faction. To be neutral on any sub-

ject is to be suspect in their eyes. Ost is very anarchistic and

tolerant, and is more loyal to the al-Malik on Perleria than

Tabrast. The local Guild Council controls Ost. Lead by Con-

sul Pollux of the Charioteers, a powerfully built man in his

fifties, conflicts often occur with my kinsmen over escaped

serfs. After seven years in Ost, they are freed. The League

leased Ost in 4715 for 300 years. Now that its time is run-

ning out, the people fear the return of royal rule.

Some areas in Ost are run down, with drug use and

prostitution practised openly. Failed League experiments in

creating a race of loyal guardians produced the Changed Ti-

ger Men, who run rampant throughout the neighboring coun-

tryside, slaying animals and people for food. Sadder still are

the blind Mole Folk, bred for mining operations, who es-

caped into Ost’s sewers and abandoned underground. Ru-

mor has it that they devour people. Consul Pollux states this

is untrue and that the Changed are a minor problem, but

signs warning people away from the city’s poorer sections

at night have been posted.

The Shamal Mountains host gold and ore mines. Ghost

towns dot the region, and it is whispered that a Second Re-

public city once stood there. Newjruslem is the orthodox

exception to Shamal; the people are devout and the local al-

Malik and aristocrats, called sayyids, ride horses while

dressed in rich white robes of astonishing craftsmanship.

Nordwood
Below the Arctic Circle, the great Nordwood Forest

stretches east to Acheon and south to the shores of the

Tabaristan Sea. Woodsmen and trappers live in Nordwood,

and every spring they come down the Rhine and Hovin to

ply their furs and lumber at the Newjruslem Market.

The Nordwood Forest was terraformed farmland during

the Second Republic, but the forests returned during the New

Dark Ages, now a place of mystery and fear. It is rumored

that the Ghareeb, the Coyote Men, dwell deep within the

woods. Unlike the more recent Tiger Men or Mole Folk, the

ghareeb are thought to be descendants of human/animal

gene splicing from the Second Republic. I have heard they

were the result of DNA modification amid a colony of Sec-

ond Republic “neo-primitive” artists, seeking to biologically

recapture the wonders of ancient mythology. Some ghareeb

enter noble service, but most remain in the wildlands.

Acheon, Den of Plots
10 million people populate the decaying metropolitan

city that is Criticorum’s capitol. Gigantic Second Republic

towers glisten in the sun, dwarfing the buildings beneath.

Nobles inhabit Republican tower-palaces, while the poor

inhabit the canyon-like streets below. Bridges connect the

upper structures, where administrators and rulers walk far

above the teeming crowds.

Areas are known by their political affiliations. The Green

Phoenix is a bar catering to Imperial enthusiasts (in the Upper

City), while the Old Codex serves the republican elements

(centered in the Green, a solidly middle-class neighborhood).

Advocates of home al-Malik rule frequent the Thirsty De-

mon, in the Old Suq Historic District. Pro-Duke Hakim fol-

lowers make a point of loyalty out of the Istakhr Times. Ukari

Sikkeena (Knife-Weasels)
Body: Strength 4, Dexterity 8, Endurance 4

Mind: Wits 4, Perception 7, Tech 0

Natural skills: Dodge 6, Fight 6, Observe 7, Sneak 5,

Vigor 3

Weapons: Claws (2d), Teeth (2d)

Vitality: -4/-2/0/0/0/0
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workers have their favorite pub, Anikrunta’s Eye. Even the

Hinayanist faction of the Church have a bar, the Sleeping

Nun. Avoid the Bishop’s Curse, however, unless you want

to listen to the endless prophecies of the hesychast Vigo the

Scarred. By chance, one of Vigo’s prophecies came true when

some Symbiot raiders landed on the planet. In my estima-

tion, his success rate is about one in twenty, but news trav-

els fast, and he has quite an entourage these days. It doesn’t

take much to impress some people.

Tourists should avoid the tough Ukari neighborhood of

Tada-Town. Sections of Undertown (Vugi, Little Urth) are

also to be avoided, for they are rife with crime and murder.

Rival gangs — the Sons of Rillos and the Vorox Raiders —

vie over the areas from Berlin Street to Schopenhauer Av-

enue, just south of Freeman’s Park. Prostitution is legal and

a traveler can buy a Purple Book, covering the cost of pros-

titutes from aristocratic ladies to inexperienced slaves. The

middle-class freemen often visit the Red Lamp Inn, a chain

of moderately priced casas de amore. Remember, you get

what you pay for, or so an exasperated cousin of mine once

complained. At least he left with a complimentary mint.

The theater here is huge (centered on Bavaria Strasse)

and the restaurants are some of the best in the Known

Worlds. The markets are on Vladimir’s Way. Everybody vis-

its Zebulon’s Tower, the second highest building in the

Known Worlds, kept standing by ancient Second Republic

gravity discs and terracite.

Overlooking the city from Mount Shada stands the Statue

of Amalthea. Many have made pilgrimages here for healing

purposes, and the local Amaltheans administer a hospital in

the statue’s shadow.

Pollution emitted from combustible engines, factories,

sewage plants and industrial waste creates havoc in Acheon.

Her nobles in their towers possess huge air pumps and wind

engines, which keep the upper air clean while discarding

and maneuvering great clouds of pollutants into the lower

city, which is often enveloped in a hazy fog. Oxygen centers

are common, and citizens have taken to wearing ornate oxy-

gen masks, fashioned in the style of fantastic mythological

beasts, to get about in their day-to-day lives. Purchasing

one of these FO’s (Facial Ornaments) is necessary in certain

sections. Three Second Republic air filtering plants ceased

functioning this century, leaving only one in the fashion-

able northern part of the city still running. Trained person-

nel are hard to find, but redemption work has begun on the

largest plant.

I visited the governor, my second cousin, in his palace.

Yusif abn Rahim is a middle-aged, able administrator who

incorporates many Criticorum factions into his government.

More tolerant than his predecessors, his political adminis-

tration has met with the grudging approval of the locals.

Yusif told me that after the recent wars he still faces ob-

stacles: the rebellion of our pro-Criticorum relations in Malik

Mohafza and the urban anarchy of the People’s Knights, a

democratic terrorist advocacy cell. Against the latter he has

had success by increasing social benefits to draw away the

disenfranchised’s allegiance. An old friend of Duke Hakim,

Yusif privately advocates that the next governor be chosen

from among the loyal Criticorum al-Malik.

Next I visited an old acquaintance, Archbishop Palden

Gampopa. I first met this austere and ironic man at the mar-

riage of a distant cousin when he was still Bishop of Acheon.

I found his wry disposition infectious when he referred to

the newlyweds as two royal canines now leashed to the same

piss-post. Conservative but not harsh, Gampopa rules the

Criticorum Church with an independent streak irritating to

both Hinayanist and Mahayanist hierarchies alike, although

he professes to be among the former. A short, silver-haired

man with a mischievous smile, Gampopa loves liturgical

music and is followed everywhere by trained Chorali. Called

the Patriarch of Criticorum by his detractors, Gampopa is

one of the most Merchant League-friendly of the Known

World’s archbishops.

Are there safe, neutral places to stay in Acheon? Yes,

my cousin’s guest-palace, the Dreaming Mendicant, offers

the greatest pleasures for off-planet visitors, including com-

bat viewing. The Green Turret, my cousin’s rival, was quite

the place two decades ago, where aristocrats could relax and

watch the prisoner gladiatorial battles through the maxiplate-

glass floor. Sadly, Yusif al-Malik’s hotel has gone to seed, as

has the owner. Now cousin Fatima informs me that his two

high-bred Vorox-hounds have overrun the place; they sit

on the gilded chairs and pass wind at the guests and no one

can do a thing to stop them.

Salamandra
The city of Isfahan welcomes those traveling by sea from

Newjruslem to Salamandra. Politically controlled by the

Fisher’s Guild, which possesses a high-tech fleet, Isfahan is

home to a lively orthodox population. Local artisans and

architects craft the beautiful mosaic-inscribed homes, creat-

ing the City of Grace. There is contention between the Fisher’s

Guild, protected by the powerful Muster, and local yeomen

fishing guild and al-Malik fishermen. The Muster owns train-

ing bases and barracks near the city, and receives merce-

nary pay from the leader of Isfahan, Fleet-Master Astentzio.

The Muster and Isfahan ships now fire upon non-League

boats, ostensibly to control the market.

Erduvil, Head of the Yeomen Fishers, told me that the

real reason the Isfahan fishers and Muster have become so

hostile is that a sunken Republican city, located below the

fishing waters, has been discovered. The Muster and the

leaders of Isfahan mean to explore and split the spoils of the

ancient technology, but already my family, through the
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Mutasih, has heard about the discovery, and Isfahan is a

tense place now. They would not let me enter, and Muster

and local al-Malik militia eye each other warily across a no

man’s land fifty miles from the city. A few skirmishes have

occurred, and a war may be in the making.

The Ahmar Desert, bisected by the Mesehe Mountains,

is a vast region housing crumbling Diaspora ruins and a

small Ukari town, Avgast. Strange things occur near the

ruins, and the local authorities fear that an Antimonist cult,

lead by the rumored Magus Malus, has stirred up some

monstrosities here. My only kinsmen in the area, Omar the

Red, laughed when I told him the rumors. “Are we living in

the pre-Diaspora days?” he said with a toss of his head.

“Surely no-one believes mad cultists and demon worship-

ers exist on Criticorum. Why, the matter is absurd!”

Nonetheless, many peasants have disappeared. The

Church sent in Avestites to investigate. “The unenlightened

fiends are in the town below my estate,” Omar told me with

some displeasure. “They interrogate my trusted servants and

even my wife. Why, they want to investigate me next! I’m

too busy hunting to lead some laughable cult of demon wor-

shipers. This isn’t the old Li Halan court.”

I did go hunting with him (a sport he takes a zealous

delight in) and barely missed being shot at by one of his

servants, who confused me with a deer. So he said. Fashion

note: Antlers are never in vogue as head dress here. At that

point I thought it wise to take my leave and disengaged

myself from the party. Cousin Omar looked on my mission

from the Empire with some suspicion, thinking I was

Mutasih. He bemoans the fact that his relatives won’t help

him. While worshiping the path of the grape, he accused his

cousins of secretly coveting his lands and setting him up.

Proceed to Omar’s fief of Mutare with caution!

The great Khesir Forest of the south holds the great al-

Malik garden and zoo estates. Tabrast is the capital of my

cousins, the “Criticorum” al-Malik. Be careful how you dress!

Lively colors announce which local al-Malik faction the

wearer belongs to — stepping into a neighborhood wearing

the wrong colors can get you killed. Generally, gold and red

are worn by Baron Hamid’s followers, green and silver by

Count Zaki’s men, and black and red by Lady Baraka’s fac-

tion. I advise wearing blue; for some reason, no faction claims

it. Each faction longs to rule the Criticorum loyalists. Many-

towered Tabrast is now overburdened by refugees from the

Symbiot Wars and the various local police forces often sweep

the refugee districts in shakedowns to enrich their factions.

Also, please guard your tongue. A companion of mine

said the wrong thing in a coffee house, and now carries a

knife scar across his forehead. He merely praised Baron

Hamid’s hospitality to a clientele loyal to Count Zaki. My

friend mistook the carpet’s red and gold colors as a display

of loyalty to the baron, not the grave insult it was meant to

be when walking on the baron’s colors.

Later I met with the aforementioned Baron Hamid. Ruler

of Mohafza with his palace at Tabrast, Baron Hamid is the

leader of the Aayla political faction, advocating native al-

Malik rule of Criticorum. A charming, ruthless man, he has

spent his time destroying defectors and rivals within his own

ranks, the most recent being a duel with the much hated

and feared former head of the Aayla, Count Tarafah Zandut.

Since then, Hamid’s popularity has suffered in public while

in secret, both friends and enemies are glad he rid Criticorum

of the dangerous count.

Hamid’s bodyguard of Ghareeb Coyote Men alarmed me,

but the heir of the Criticorum al-Malik put my fears at ease.

Wise enough to ally with Duke Hakim’s forces when the

Decados-captained Stigmata Garrison attacked during the

Emperor Wars, the baron makes no secret of his desire to be

appointed governor.  Some sporadic fighting has broken out

between Hamid’s forces and government troops in Malik

Mohafza. Unusual for a Criticorum noble, I might add, he is

loyal to his official mistress, the Ravenna-born Lady Auralee

— the topic of much consternation in polite society.

For sheer architectural wonder nothing matches the Old

Tabrast Historic District. The oval shaped, Second Republic

Post-Futurism style — designed by the flamboyant archi-

tect Pierpont D’Arcy — has survived the centuries, housing

some of the greatest nobles, artists and poets of the planet.

These mansions, called “mad droppings of the gods” during

D’Arcy’s lifetime by his contemporaries, now display an al-

most baroque charm, made organic by age. A quiet, wealthy

neighborhood with a private police force, it houses the fa-

mous Tabrast Theater and Farouk’s Restaurant, built over

manmade waterfalls and a pond complete with biologically-

engineered “celebrity fish.” Of course, the image of a fa-

mous actor on a Ravenna sea-slug or a Madoc toad that

vaguely resembles the Emperor’s brother may not be to

everybody’s taste. Bon appetite!

Malik Mohafza denotes southern Salamandra. Com-

prised of open country and large royal estates, rumors per-

sist that the Disamber Mountains hold Ur ruins. Lake Tirtha

is the dreaming lake beloved of poets, and recent efforts to

restock the Malhala Sea proved successful. I should add that

the western city of Savpna is a sea port of great wealthy

homes lodged above a crowded, decaying city. Unfortunately,

due to a Symbiot attack, the town of Syracuse has been quar-

antined, and people approaching the region are advised by

the military to turn back. As a whole, the people of

Salamandra are more orthodox than those of Shamal, and

more regional in outlook and culture. I am not discounting

them, for they prove valuable friends when given the chance

and are strongly romantic in their outlook.

The Salamandra peasants celebrate Pre-Reflective Nights

in the first week of spring. Great parades displaying the Pre-
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Reflective saints in iconography and costume last a week,

until the final day before sunrise, when the Pre-Reflective

saints pull a wagon representing Zebulon and the Final Truth.

Often a statue of Zebulon is raised by the Pre-Reflective

saints (local villagers in costume), who then vanish with

the sun’s rise. The local bishop, Yulduz, an accomplished

singer, presides over the events. Some remote villages add

their own Pre-Reflective saints, not on the Church’s official

list, but Yuldoz winks at this. “As long as they attend Church,

and don’t listen to the Incarnates,” she explained. The Church

owns much land here.

Beware of the Lamik. A giant, flightless bird standing

12 feet tall, protruding hands have evolved out of its wings

and are now used to grasp prey and hold it. It can run 50

MPH, and travels in packs of two to six. Lamik hunt mam-

mals, other avians and even people. Found west of the

Malhaba inner sea and south of Tabrast, Criticorum’s fierc-

est predator possesses knife sharp teeth and is extremely

intelligent.

Yintrai
Yintrai is a “free city” in the south. By law, any criminal

who makes it there becomes off-limits to authorities. Unfor-

tunately, a Decados plague bomb struck the city during the

Stigmata Garrison invasion. The Green-Plague bomb mu-

tated DNA structure, creating monstrosities. Yintrai’s ref-

uge status still exists, but the quarantined city is not a popular

area. Largely surrendered to anarchy, only the wealthy Six

Hills section retains a vestige of order. City gangs battle each

other and plague monstrosities for territory. Supplies are

sometimes airlifted into the city by the Church. There is a

rumor that a cure exists within the city, held by one faction

in the violent metropolis.

Curiosities
The Blood-Harvest
One custom on Criticorum is the Blood Harvest, where

various cities pay for the privilege of executing criminals

before the people. Noble criminals — extremely rare — fetch

the highest price. Next in value come guildsmen and then

freemen. Serfs and slaves do not go for much money, unless

Lamik
Body: Strength 15, Dexterity 10, Endurance 12

Mind: Wits 6, Perception 6, Tech 0

Natural Skills: Dodge 3, Fight 7, Impress 6, Observe 6,

Vigor 6

Blessings: Giant (base run: 17 meters)

Weapons: Claws (6 DMG), Beak ( 7 DMG), Clawed feet

(7 DMG)

Armor: 5d

Vitality: -10/-8/-6/-4/-2/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0
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the crime is sensational. Crimes of passion draw huge crowds.

Execution days bring out the populace, and vendors make

money while pickpockets work the crowd in the shadow of

the executioner’s noose. These customs began as a money-

making venture in the New Dark Ages. While condemned

as barbaric by some, the cities of Larrane, Acheon and

Rothitaka compete with each other for the honor of holding

the Blood Harvest. Some cities (Ost, for example) do not

participate.

Gladiators
In Acheon, gladiatorial fighting comes once a year. Con-

demned prisoners battle to the death in the Slaughter Bowl,

held in the Vladimir Coliseum. Many protest these blood

sports where 500 prisoners battle in the course of five days.

Regarded as inhumane and utterly barbaric among its de-

tractors, the custom itself (seemingly originating in the

4550’s) has huge guild backing, due no doubt to the profits

generated from holovised viewing. The Church retains the

traditional right to save 50 of the condemned. Some among

the Church vigorously protest the games. Personally, I find

them a maculation, proof that the al-Malik on Criticorum

have sunk into a provincial stupor.

Sharifah’s Tips
1. Firebirds are the common currency here, but al-Malik

sparklers are accepted in the major cities at an inflated rate.

There is a brisk foreign currency exchange, often illegal, in

all major cities. These vendors give a better exchange rate

than the official monetary stands.

2. If the law forces catch you for a minor, trumped up

infraction, 50 firebirds is the accepted contribution. For se-

rious crimes, state “I place myself under Criticorum code

289:17,” which entitles you to legal representation. You see,

the old Republican codes are good for some things, despite

the sermons one hears. The Reeves are the best legal repre-

sentatives, and have officers in all major cities. Reeve in-

surance can be purchased through one Ezekiel Kazenzikes,

in Acheon, who raises his rates based on reputation and

looks — those who often get into danger must pay exorbi-

tant rates. His operation is also a legacy of the old Republi-

can codes, and rather unique on any world.

The lucent dream, in night’s secret heart, is as unreal

as the waking day. How can one claim to govern oneself

when dreams escape our memory like so many golden but-

terflies on a summer’s wind? The winds of our passions rise

and fall, and the gods are shadows on the wall.

Shaprut
“Oh — Shaprut!” exclaimed the duchess, suddenly un-

derstanding the conversation Arna had begun. “Of course:

the planet with the al-Malik and those strange ungulate

Shantor. I find their language archaic, bizarre, utterly ludi-

crous, so quaint and out of touch with the rest of the Known

Worlds that it is a wonder that they survive at all, closed to

the discourse of outsiders.”

“Yes,” Arna agreed, thoughtfully, “the Shantor tongue

is utterly foreign to other sentients.”

“Dear girl,” the duchess huffed with displeasure, “I was

referring to the al-Malik.”

— The Magician’s Illusion, Paulus Pempinryll,

Brentwood Books, Byzantium Secundus, 4878

Before the universe there was only Aesaepa, the End-

lessness Who Contemplates Alone. Aesaepa created spirits,

the First Children. But the First Children left Aesaepa’s pres-

ence and forgot the Unbegotten, all except Niayniyadus, the

Great Wind. The Great Wind longed for his own children,

runners, and begged the Unbegotten for a great lamp to

bring light to the dark fields and waters, where his children

could run in delight, testing their strength. And so Tsa, the

Sun, was born, and her fire gave birth to her daughter, First

Dawn. And Great Wind fell in love with First Dawn upon

sight of her, and swept up behind her fiery mane, and the

wind before the dawn is a reminder of this time. Their chil-

dren were Dprsha, Wind Dreams Before Him, and Wynsann,

Mother of All Runners, and they were the first Shantor.

So the Shantor tell it, and so I heard it again on Shaprut,

in the Safara Palace, where my uncle Arim’s staff provides

the off-world visitor with authentic Shantor storytellers and

tours of the Great Reservations. It was here that Sir Sergei

Decados, my fellow knight, lost a drinking bout with a

Shantor, proposed to two waitresses, accused the janitors of

being Imperial spies, and woke up face down in a Shantor

troth — unfortunately, not the kind reserved for feeding.

More then Sergei’s honor was stained.

Shaprut is the most cultivated of the al-Malik worlds in

the refined arts. A Shaprut al-Malik is always conservatively

attired, speaking in a dialect largely free from contemporary

Istakhr idioms, and thus more venerable and charming. This

is the world of refined scholarly debates and traditional

musical contests stretching far into the golden nights. Here

learned priests and academicians long to retire on couches

of velvet comfort, inhaling the sandalwood incense and sip-
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